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First Ascent of Foraker North Ridge 
The spectacular north ridge of Mt. Foraker, 

17,400 feet in the Alaska Range, was climbed for 
the first time by a party of six led by Gerry Roach. 
The 11,000-foot ridge was ascended in twenty-nine 
days. This climb is significant in that it is the only 
established route on the north side of the moun-
tain and is the only time Mt. Foraker has been 
approached entirely on foot from any side. The "no 
airplane landing or air drop" policy of Mt. McKin-
ley National Park necessitated that the team hike 
to and from the mountain, some 140 miles round 
trip from Wonder Lake and involved 18 river 
crossings each way. 

The "Arc Angel Ridge," as the group named it, 
is the most direct and hence the most aesthetic 
route to the summit. It was fixed with 4,000 feet of 
line, and the summit was climbed from a high 
camp at 11,800 feet in a 16'/2-hour push. The snow 
and ice ridge from high camp was descended in 
35'/2 consecutive hours. 

Members of the team included Gerry Roach, 
Leader; Barbara Roach (the first woman to climb 
Mt. Foraker), Dave Wright, Brad Johnson, Stuart 
Krebs and Charlie Campbell. 

- Charlie Campbell 
[Editor's Note: SUMMIT welcomes news notes 

of significant climbs such as the above for publica-
tion. Send to SUMMIT, P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear 
Lake, California 923151 

Alaskan Annapurna Expedition 
An Alaskan climbing expedition to the Anna-

puma massif area is being planned for the post-
monsoon season in 1977. Steve Hackett is 
climbing leader and Buck Wilson is logistic leader, 
both of College, Alaska. Other members of the 
team are Rod Wilson, Dan Osborne, Jurt Bittling-
maier, Jim Hackett, Gwennyth Shaughnessy, Jon 
Gardey and James Brady. 

Bruce Carson Killed in Himalayas 

Bruce Carson, 23, fell to his death in a crevasse 
after reaching the summit of Mt. Trisul, 23,382 
feet, in the Indian Himalayas. The accident 
occurred September 4. Bruce was a cautious and 
talented climber and had climbed in Alaska, the 
Andes, New Guinea, and in the Russian Pamirs 
last summer. He developed a solo climbing tech-
nique, and had authored an article on it which was 
published in Summit. 

Subscription Rates 
$7 per year, $10 two years; $13 three years 

$20 five years 

Mailing Address 
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Consecutive Climb of Foraker, McKinley 

Immediately following an ascent of Mt. Foraker, 
Charlie Campbell led a trip up the West Buttress 
of Mt. McKinley, making him the first man to 
climb consecutively both Foraker and McKinley. 
On the McKinley climb his group assisted in the 
evacuation of a Japanese woman with pulmonary 
edema at 10,000 feet. They also supplied two other 
Japanese teams with first aid supplies for severe 
frostbite. One of the Japanese teams had bivo-
uacked about 19,000 feet without sleeping bags 
and the other team had inadequate boots. 

American Annapurna I Expedition Cancelled 

The American Bicentennial Himalayan Expedi-
tion has been forced to cancel plans to attempt 
Annapurna I during the spring of 1976, according 
to Stephen E. Johnson, Leader. The Nepalese 
Home Ministry has refused to allow the expedition 
to enter the area north of Annapurna I. This area 
remains closed to all foreigners due to "political 
unrest" throughout the district. 

Last July, with official permission for the moun-
tain in hand and the planning running smoothly, 
the team began to hear rumors from Nepal to the 
effect that the temporary closure of the Kali 
Kandaki area would be extended indefinitely. 
Direct inquiry with Nepalese officials eventually 
brought confirmation of this fact. During the last 
several months, the combined efforts of the Ameri-
can Alpine Club, the State Department Nepal 
Desk and the American Ambassador to Nepal to 
gain a special entry permit for the expedition have 
been unsuccessful. 

Mazama Expedition Fund 

Mazamas, the Portland, Oregon based moun-
taineering club, gave the sum of $2000 towards 
expeditions this summer. The individuals receiving 
funds for 1975 were involved in expeditions to 
Alaska, Canada and Pakistan. Requests for grants 
to be used during 1976 must be mailed to the 
Mazamas, 909 N.W. 19th Avenue, Portland, Ore-
gon 97209 by February 1st. 

- Ed Johann, Chairman 
Mazama Expedition Committee 

National Nordic Ski Patrol Workshop 
A National Nordic Ski Patrol Workshop will be 

held at Scandianavian Lodge, Steamboat Springs, 
Colorado from November 1 to 16, 1975. Hosted by 
the Rocky Mountain Division of the NSPS, those 
attending will enjoy some of the finest touring in 
the Rocky Mountains while learning the funda-
mentals of Nordic patrolling. Certification for the 
Nordic Patrol will be awarded to all participants 
who complete the program. 

Still McKinley, Not Denali 

The recent resolution to change the name of Mt. 
McKinley to Denali, sponsored by the Alaska 
State Legislature and Alaska Alpine Club, has 
been set aside. The U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names pointed out that a decision for Denali 
would remove the name authority for Mt. 
McKinley National Park, and that changing the 
name of the park would take an act of Congress. 

New Rainier Maps 

A new 7 1/2  Series of Topographic Maps covering 
Mt. Rainier National Park are now available. The 
scale is 1:24,000 ( 1 inch = approx. 3/8 mile). 
There are eight of the maps which cover all but the 
area south of 46°45'. They are being sold at visitor 
centers in the park and by mail for 75 cents each, 
plus tax. Postage and handling on mail orders is 
20 cents per map. Order from Pacific Northwest 
National Parks Assn., Mt. Rainier Branch, Long-
mire, Washington 98397 

Request Made to Name Icefall After 
James Carlson 

The Alaska Alpine Club has requested that an 
icefall near the upper end of the north fork of the 
McGinnis Glacier be named after James Carlson of 
Auke Bay. On March 21, 1975 an unusually large 
ice avalanche killed Jim when he, with another 
climber, was climbing through this icefall enroute 
on the east ridge of McGinnis Peak, a technically 
difficult ridge attempted three times but, as yet, 
not climbed. 

SUMMIT / September, 1975 
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Cascade Waterfall near Banff. Terrordactyl ice hammers, designed by Maclnnes Peck of 

Scotland for use in their steep ice gullies, are shown here with yellow alders hanging below; 
an ice screw olacement with slinn and rnhiner nd at  very hnttnm the  .Iimhin,, 
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By Patrick Morrow 

In their attempt to find an activity that will 
help displace the long dreary months of the 
Canadian winter, more and more people are dis-
covering the great outdoors. Perhaps the greatest 
open air gymnasium in the country is contained in 
the bosom of the monolithic Canadian Rockies. 

On a typical weekend (overcast, with occasional 
snow flurries—after all, it is the weekend!) you 
might see skaters on frozen ponds, snowshoers, 
hang gliders, ice fishermen, occasional ski moun-
taineers, hear the clamor of multitudinous down-
hill and cross-country skiers, and. . .oh yes, the of-
fensive murmur of ice climbers scraping and gnaw-
ing their way up frozen waterfalls, like conscien-
tious bacteria on gleaming bicuspids. Frozen 
waterfall ice climbing in the Rockies is a spanky 
new sport. It is so new, in fact, that most of the 
existing major waterfall routes have yet to receive 
second ascents. Everyone is preoccupied with seek-
ing out and climbing virgin falls. 

You might call the sport a renewable resource, 
since a frozen waterfall happens every winter. In 
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Jack Firth free climbs on 
the third waterfall of Guiness Gully 

Jim Tanner watches as he belays 
Jack Firth on an unsuccessful attempt on 
Guiness Gully, near Field, B.C. 
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Canadian Ice Climbing 
Photos by Patrick Morrow 

Text continued on page 20 
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Jim Elzinga and Murray Toft 
sort gear at their tent, pitched in an alcove at the 

base of 600-foot Bourgeau Left Hand waterfall, near 
Sunshine Ski area. 
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IN THE 

SOUTHERN 

WIND 

RIVERS 

Text and Photos by Del Owens 

Looking past The Monolith and the ridge of an unnamed 
summit, to Lizard Head. This peak represents a typical Wind River 
combination of smooth slabs, rough talus and 
vertical walls. Below are Lizard Head Meadows in the wild and tranquil 
valley of the Popo Agie (Popozhuh) North Fork. Reaching 
the meadows via this valley requires a twenty-mile drive on a climbing dirt 
road and a sixteen-mile trek up the Lonesome Lake trail. 
Lonesome Lake is another two miles (left) up the valley. 

A section of Roaring Fork Mountain, 
a rambling, cliff-ridden mass 

whose several summits are rarely 
visited. Immediately below is the 
Stough Creek Basin. 

This eastward view—from a ridgetop 
high above the Popo Agie 
Middle Fork—was obscured a few 
seconds after photo was taken, as 
displaced clouds drifting along 
the valley bottom abruptly swirled 
upward, enveloping the ridge. 

S S 8S 
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Big Sandy Lake 

and the gentler side of Big Sandy Peak, 

late on a summer evening. 
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Remote, expansive, virtually untouched by roads, the Wind River Range ' I 
is most isolated of the mountain chains rising from the barren Wyoming 

plains. Its one hundred miles of rugged topography along the Continental . 

Divide comprises one of the roughest sections of the Rocky Mountain  

system. 
- 

I 
The range lies almost entirely within designated wilderness and primitive  

areas. There are trails into most parts of the mountains, but not all, and the  
peaks themselves are trailless. I I 

I  
The southern peaks section contains some of the most finely sculptured , 1 j 

summits of the range. Mostly eleven to thirteen thousand feet in elevation, S '2 
some of them can be ascended only by difficult rock climbs; others may be 

, , 
1,;. 

- . } 
reached by rough walking and scrambling. Most of the major peaks have ' J -) , 

both types of access. . S  
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Looking south from Big Sandy Peak to Wind River Peak, East Temple, and Temple. The unassuming, winding ridge in the 
foreground is Haystack Mountain, one of the few peaks in the area offering no non-technical ascent route. Below is Black Joe 
Lake. If a climber reaching the top of Temple by a route other than the great northeast face is not aware that the summit is an 
overhanging one, he may be startled to walk up on an open hole in the summit's surface and look straight down more than two 
thousand dizzying feet through space to the base of the peak. 

Below: The Cirque of the Towers. The individual summits, their sheer east faces darkened by morning shadows, are Pylon 
Peak, South Watch Tower, Watch Tower (double summit), Block Tower, Sharks Nose (named for its very different appearance 
from the west), Overhanging Tower, Wolf s Head, and Bollinger. In right foreground is Pingora, with Lonesome Lake below. The 
towers are equally impressive from the west. Although rock climbing is the general rule here, some of the summits can also be 
reached by surprisingly uncomplicated routes. View is from above the precipitous north face of Mitchell Peak. 
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The massive northeast ramparts of Wind River Peak, highest of the southern peaks at 13,192 feet. View is from a 
windy ridge above Deep Creek Lakes, very early on a frigid fall morning. A round trip in to the lakes, to the summit 
and back out is a distance of about forty miles. During a solitary autumn trek of several days into the area and up the 
peak, no other persons were encountered. In mid.September it was already winter on the snow-covered summit. The 
prominent cleft in the north ridge is called Surveyor's Notch. 

In the Southern Wind Rivers 
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Text and Photos by Stewart W. Aitchison 

"This is a road?" I queried while inspecting a 
faded set of tire tracks squeezed between rock and 
junipers. The answer, at least according to the 
topo map, was affirmative. Beth and I finished 
locking the hubs into four-wheel drive and climbed 
back into the carryall. A torturous three hours 
later brought us closer to our goal, Fossil Bay. 

In the western half of Grand Canyon juts out a 
tremendous peninsula of land—Great Thumb 
Mesa. It is relatively flat, covered with a dense 
pygmy forest of pinyon and juniper interspersed 
with sage and blackbrush. 

I braked hard as our "road" came to the brink 
of Fossil Bay, a huge canyon forming the southern 
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Water hole at 
head of Fossil Bay is 

the only dependable water 
supply between great Thumb 

Spring and Fossil Bay. 
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edge of The Thumb. This disagreed with our map 
which insisted that the "road" continued further 
out onto the mesa. We decided to hike the rest of 
the way since our entry point was only a mile 
distant. 

We hoisted on our packs and began circumvent-
ing the rim, keeping a careful watch for a bench 
mark denoted as "Cave 6268." This proved easier 
than expected since it was marked with a survey 
flag. Just about five hundred feet north of the 
bench mark, we came to a shallow depression 
draining into a narrow slot in the Kaibab Lime-
stone. 

Incredulous, I exclaimed, "We're going down 
that?" 

This was the beginning of the trail into Fossil 
Bay. Now mind you, I use the term "trail" rather 
loosely. This route was discovered by bighorn 
sheep and improved upon by Harvey Butchart, the 
noted Grand Canyon trekker. 

The slot was lined with precariously balanced 
boulders, ready to roll at the slightest provocation, 
making our descent tedious. 

Next came a long talus slope of the most dis-
agreeable consistency, similar to walking on 
marbles. 

Finally, we arrived at the Coconino Sandstone 
and traversed northwestward about a half mile, all 
the while following bighorn tracks along the nar-
row ledge. Here the Coconino was broken up into 
climbable ledges and steps and led us to another 
but more stable talus slope. 

It was dusk when we reached the head of Fossil 
Bay at the level known as the Esplanade. The 
Esplanade is a broad platform of vivid red Supai 
Sandstone and is reminiscent of the Tonto Plateau 
in the central portion of the Grand Canyon. As the 
last traces of twilight burned out, we made camp. 

At sunrise, I awoke to the melodious song of a 
Black-throated Sparrow. I wandered into a nearby 
wash and found the pothole of water we were 
counting on. 

When I returned to camp, Beth was fixing 
breakfast. We quickly ate and packed up, anxious 
to begin our grand hike around Great Thumb 
Mesa via the smooth and level Esplanade. 

Excuse me, did I say, "smooth and level Espla-
nade"? From the rim, the Esplanade does indeed 
look fairly level; a good place for long, easy strid-
ing. Wrong! Closer inspection reveals short inter-
vals of planar sandstone dotted with house-size  

boulders and numerous arroyos turning sections of 
the Esplanade into a maze. 

A fairly difficult afternoon brought us only a 
few miles from the waterhole. We made camp on 
the ridge below Stanton's Point. Our bedroom had 
a commanding view; the canyon was literally 
around us as it swept behind us into Fossil Bay, to 
our right "up-river," and to our left "downriver." 
A gloriously slow sunset punctuated the day and 
the panorama. 

The next day and a half we marched around The 
Thumb. Beautiful vistas greeted us around each 
bend, but we did not tarry too long. The relentless 
Arizona sun parched us; and while still a mile from 
Great Thumb Spring, we swallowed the last of our 
precious water. 

We topped a ridge and there staring, as much in 
disbelief as we, were seven wild horses. They 
proudly posed; unafraid of our presence. These 
were the so-called miniature horses of the Grand 
Canyon. 

In 1938, Park Naturalist Edwin McKee had 
found the smallest horse to measure 48 inches at 
the shoulders, not quite as tiny as rumors and 
legend had suggested. Yet, poor forage and in-
breeding prevent this band from attaining full 
normal size. 

We trudged on toward the shimmering green of 
a cottonwood tree. The spring was located, a mere 
seep. We filled our water bottles with the brown 
fluid and tried to ignore the strong equine smell. 
Wetness was its only admirable quality. 

As we cooled off in the shade, a cautious Hermit 
Thrush sat down beside us for a drink and respite 
from the opressive heat. 

At dusk we moved to higher ground and ate 
dinner, which included plenty of Wyler's to mask 
the taste of the water. 

The next day, it was an easy matter to locate 
the Great Thumb Spring Trail (yes, this one is a 
constructed trail) and hike to the rim. A brisk 
walk through the pygmy forest brought us back to 
the vehicle and a canteen of fresh water. 

Hiking in the remoter areas of the Grand 
Canyon is potentially dangerous. Dehydration, 
lack of trails, and deceptive distances make for 
difficult walking. But those willing to explore this 
wilderness are rewarded with tremendous solitude, 
colossal landscapes, and occasionally an insight to 
what Cohn Fletcher called "the rhythm of the 
canyon." El 
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Amos Clifford on the friction ramp of Any Minute Now. Robert Roland leading the secona pitch of Any Minute Now. 
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The Santa Ynez mountains rise above the 

Pacific Ocean just north of Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia, to a height of almost four thousand feet. 
For those used to mountains running in the 
normal north-south pattern, the mountains here 
might tend to confuse them, since the range runs 

in an east west direction It s not unusual for 
someone to think they re facing north when actu 
ally they're facing west 

From the crest of the range you can see the 
coastline stretching far to the west and east. To 
the south lie the Channel Islands and the blue 
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Pacific, and to the north the San Rafael and Sierra 
Madre mountains. 

Because of sand and shale soils and a mediter-
ranean climate, vegetation is usually of the scrub-
brush type, except in the canyons where streams 
permit the growth of larger trees and lusher 
vegetation. 

The area hasn't been considered as offering 
much in the way of climbing because of more pop-
ular sports such as surfing and sailing taking the 
local spotlight. Also, with climbing areas such as 
Tahquitz and Yosemite within a six-hour drive, 
locals have tended to overlook the short, but 
usually fine, routes there are to be had in their own 
backyard. 

Santa Barbara formations are of several types of 
sandstones, and because of the way in which they 
are layered and uplifted, do not form large expo-
sures of solid rock. The largest formations in the 
area do not exceed three hundred feet in height. 
However, for all that the area may lack in compar-
ison to other major climbing spots, the rocks of 
Santa Barbara offer quite an array of face and 
crack climbs, varying from excellent beginner 
routes, to those of extreme difficulty. Most of all, 
it is a place to climb and keep in shape when cold 
weather, or the drive to more distant locations 
seem like a bit too much for a day or weekend. 

Because of their proximity to paved roads and 
the brushy terrain, only a few of the area's rock 
formations are frequented, leaving the more 
secluded rocks, rarely, if ever, touched. 

It wasn't too long ago, while hiking with Amos 
Clifford, that we came across a dome-like hill at 
the upper end of Cold Springs Creek. Its southeast 
exposure is hidden from view from trails and 
roads, and offered 130 feet of high angle, 
unclimbed rock. Needless to say we were pretty 
much excited with our find and have spent a 
goodly amount of time looking for other forma-
tions just off the beaten track. Our search for more 
unclimbed and secluded rocks has been rewarding. 
I find it far more enjoyable to spend my time 
exploring and climbing newly found formations 
than going to the more popular spots. 

Even some of the more popular rock formations 
are seeing new routes, where many people have 
thought these areas climbed out. Sespe Gorge, 
east of Santa Barbara, is very popular, but it 
seems a new line is put up every year, and the 
place isn't all that big. 

A climber who has spent any amount of time on 
sandstone will know how much it can give and 
how little it can take. The more popular routes in 
the area show the signs of pitons where chocks 
would be more than adequate, and bolts have been 
found right next to excellent natural and chock 
placements. Such practices are totally unneces-
sary, and only serve to destroy rocks and routes. 

The majority of routes in the Santa Barbara 
vicinity can be led clean, and it is hoped that as 
more routes are found and put up, the clean trend 
will continue. 

Gibraltar Rock Area 
Gibraltar Rock, the most popular rock in the im-

mediate Santa Barbara area offers a number of 
enjoyable routes. To reach the rock, drive north on 
Mountain Drive from its intersection with Mission 
Ridge Road. Turn right onto Gibraltar Road. Five 
miles up Gibraltar Road, the formation is easily 
spotted as the large, block-like mass of sandstone 
west of the pavement. 

There are bolts and natural protection points at 
the top of both the south and west faces for top-
roping. The south face, facing the ocean, offers 
mostly face climbing on knobs and edges, with 
protection sometimes being thin. The Ladder route 
follows the obvious crack starting just right of 
center at the base of the south face. From this 
crack's intersection with Main Ledge, several vari-
ations up to 5.4 lie just to the left; however, the 
easiest route (5.1) traverses right a few feet and 
continues up easily protected cracks to the top. 

From under the large ceiling below the south-
west corner, Euell Gibbon is the route that follows 
the crack leading up and over the center of the 
roof. Above this overhang, follow the crack to 
Main Ledge. Belay, and continue on poorly 
protected face climbing to the top of the southwest 
corner. The route was first led free and clean just 
this past year by Henry Barber. It is rated 5.5/A-2 
or 5.10. 

The west face of Gibraltar is one of the most 
beautiful walls in the entire area, and has some of 
the most difficult climbs to be found in the Santa 
Barbara area. 

The route, Any Minute Now, involves travers-
ing the west face twice. Climb the cracks and loose 
slabs under the lefthand side of the roof described 
in Euell Gibbon. Once under the roof, traverse left 
and around the corner to a bolt. Friction up a 
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short ramp to the left and across to the northwest 
corner. Peanut Gallery Ledge is the large ledge 
that slopes down to the west and offers a good 
place to belay. From here you can walk to the top 
via a gully, or climb the second pitch. The second 
pitch follows the horizontal crack that leads out 
across the west face from the Peanut Gallery. A 
hand-traverse of this section is easiest and ends up 
in an alcove, above which a crack-chimney leads to 
the top. The entire route is rated 5.6. 

Although I've heard many names given it, 
Blood On The Tracks seem.s to be the most widely 
used name for the 5.9 jam crack which works its 
way directly up the middle of the west face. The 
first part of the route ends up at the alcove de-
scribed in the second pitch of Any Minute Now. 
To make the route one continuous pitch, walk out 
to the left on the hand-traverse described in Any 
Minute Now, and by way of a small mantle shelf, 
climb directly up to and follow the small ceiling 
and crack that leads up and right. After twenty 
feet or so, swing up to the left-facing corner above, 
and the top. 

There are a number of other rock faces in the 
Gibraltar area that aren't far off the road. Hole-In-

The-Rock is the 30-foot high boulder just to the 
east of the main Gibraltar rock mass. It is distin-

guished by the hole halfway up the righthand side. 
There are bolts at the top for upper belays. The 
most popular route on the boulder is probably the 
Corner Pocket (5.7), which leads into the hole and 
follows the corner to the top. The route, Left of 
The Hole, 5.9, also leads into the hole, but one 
move above the hole a traverse is made to the left 
on tiny edges till directly beneath the rock on the 
top. From here, easier climbing lies above. 

The Upper Gibraltar formation lies one-tenth of 
a mile down the road from Gibraltar Rock on the 
upper lefthand slopes of the large wash to the east 
of the road. Follow the trail up the wash from the 
boulder marked Don and Mata. At the lower left-
hand side of the main formation, the Triple Over-
hang route starts with an easy jam crack that 
heads for a chockstone. Above this, traverse to the 
right, out across the face, using the sloping ledge. 
Continue approximately thirty feet to a bush 
below a bulge. Belay, and climb up, following 
either the easier holds directly above, or using the 
crescent shaped crack that leads up to the left. 
Both of these variations are about 5.6 in difficulty, 
and both run back into each other at a ledge where  

either a fourth class traverse to the left leads off 
the rock, or face moves head directly up and right 
to the top. 

The Sespe Gorge 
The Sespe Gorge, north of Ojai, also sees a lot of 

climbing by Santa Barbara locals. The main wall is 
about three hundred feet high and its routes begin 
at the creek that runs along the base. The face is 
approximately 65 degrees in angle, and most of the 
climbing consists of face climbing next to cracks, 
using the cracks for protection. 

To reach the Sespe Gorge, or Black Wall, as it's 
sometimes called, drive northeast out of Ventura 
on Highway 33. Once in Ojai, continue north on 33 
for about twenty miles. The large wall on the left, 
across the creek, can't be mistaken. 

Out of the numerous routes to be had at Sespe, 
I'll only describe the two more popular lines, both 
of which are led clean. A walk-off route lies on the 
opposite side of the ridge. 

As you face the wall, the obvious features are 
the vertical pipe and platform with a cable running 
across to it. A gully runs up and to the right above 
the pipe. Upstream, to the right, is a bushy, 
pointed slab with a large pine growing from its 
lefthand base. To the right of the slab is a deep 
gully. Somewhat in the middle, between the slab 
and the pipe, an obvious crack runs vertically up 
the face and peters out near the top. This crack 
has been referred to as either the Direct or Ending 
Crack. The route is pretty clear except near the 
top where the crack and protection get scarce. 
Variations for this top section lead to the gully on 
the left, the crack system up to the right, or direct- 

ly up. The latter variation is slightly more diffi-
cult. The route is rated 5.7. 

Three trees grow to the left of the bushy slab. 
Behind the righthand tree a crack heads to a pine 
almost halfway up the face. This is the first pitch 
of the Tree Line route. Above the pine, the crack 
diagonals off to the left past other small pines and 
bushes. The route finishes in the same gully that 
runs above the pipe and platform. The Tree Line is 
5.5 in difficulty. 

There are several other formations further 
upstream that offer similar rock, but shorter 
routes. 

The vicinity around Santa Barbara offers a 
number of fine, established routes, and the possi-
bilities for new routes seem almost too numerous 
to count. El 
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Murray Toft makes rapid progress free climbing on Silk Tassel, near the Monarch Mine above Field, B.C. 
in Yoho Park. 
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Canadian Ice Climbing continued 

fact, gouges left by crampon points and ice tools 
are filled by flowing ice within days, leaving them 
happily unmarred. The claim cannot be made for 
some heavily used summer rock faces, unfortu-
nately. Scars left by piton retrieval are doomed to 
remain forever. The core of the climbers is com-
prised mainly of seasonally dormant rock climbers 
from the Calgary Mountain Club. It seems that 
the proximity of Calgary to the Rockies, and the 
opportunity to collect a quick series of first as-
cents has aroused them from their usual passive 
winter roles. 
Waterfall climbing employs a wide range of tech-

nique and gear used for other mountain activities. 
However, when it comes to choosing the proper 
ice tools, it becomes highly specialized. Unlike the 
normal alpine ice climb encountered on a mountain 
face, whose angle rarely exceeds seventy degrees, 
most waterfalls approach ninety degrees for their 
entire length. Therefore, the traditional alpine ice 
axe and crampon technique must be modified if 
you hope to cling safely to the high angled water-
fall ice. 

One notable innovation in ice tools comes from a 
Scottish manufacturer, Maclnnes Peck. Their 
Terrordactyl ice hammer, designed for use in the 
steep ice gullies of Scotland, are ideal on water-
falls. The tool has a short handle, about twelve 
inches, and a severely drooped pick. Regular ice 
axe handle is about twenty-eight inches, with a 
straight pick. Other assorted mountaineering 
goodies, such as ropes, seat harness, twelve point 
crampons, ice screws, helmet, and warm clothing 
round out the list. 

Waterfall climbers must appear as heretics even 
to members of the climbing community. They are. 
Anyone who would huddle at a frozen stance half-
way up Takkakaw Falls in Yoho Park for hours on 
end, with spindrift flowing into all the openings in 
his clothing, slush freezing to mitts and kneecaps, 
and enjoying every loss of sensation. . .well, I 
don't know. Apart from making an assessment of 
his own capability, and that of his partner, the 
potential ice climber must deal with three major 
considerations: the length and difficulty of ap-
proach, and in many cases, the descent route; the  

condition of the waterfall ice and whether or not 
there is an avalanche bowl above, brimming with 
new fallen snow; and, does your climbing gear 
meet the technical demands of the climb? 

As with any zealots who wish to push them-
selves into a previously unvisited realm, needing 
to add a measure of safety, the rock climbers 
brought with them technical prowess. One tech-
nique for using direct aid, conceived and perfected 
by Bugs McKeith, has decidedly opened up a 
plethora of possibilities for high angle ice climbing. 
The method involves standing in slings attached 
to the terrordactyls and proceeding upwards in a 
carefully measured series of moves. At first, this 
unorthodox method of ascent caused a furor 
among those used to free climbing lower angled 
alpine ice, and shorter waterfall routes. But then, 
after discovering its intrinsic value on the sus-
tained four hundred-foot high Weeping Wall, on 
the Banff Jasper Highway, Tim Auger, George 
Homer and Rob Wood made the first ascent of six 
hundred-foot Bourgeau Left Hand, above the Sun-
shine ski area parking lot. They spent a 
melancholy 1973 New Year's Eve in their tent 
pitched in an alcove at the waterfall base. Next 
day they jumared up ropes they had fixed the day 
before, and completed the climb in fine time, only 
to be waylayed by the long and arduous descent 
through thigh-deep snow. Although the slightly 
less serious Right Hand Bourgeau had been 
climbed free the previous winter, this technical 
accomplishment opened the way to other big 
climbs. The biggest prize of the season came a 
month later when Jack Firth, John Lauchlan, 
Bugs McKeith and Rob Wood skied into 
one-thousand-foot Takkakaw Falls in Yoho Park 
and began a siege. A first attempt was averted by 
the typical manky weather. On a second attempt, 
a week later, the team managed to force their way 
up in three days. Their return from the falls was 
threatened by impending avalanches, so they had 
to hunker down at the head of the valley for a 
couple days until the avalanche slopes dumped 
their deadly debris. 

Another obscure, but nonetheless important, 
achievement took place on the north face of Mt. 
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Stanley in Kootenay Park last year. Bugs 
McKeith and Dick Howe climbed six hundred-foot 
"Nemesis" in six days, spread over several week-
ends. Bugs describes it as ". . .a climb of almost 
continuously vertical ice, and included sections 
that were thin and overhanging." 

Also begun in the 73/74 season were the explor-
ation and ascents of several ice-choked parallel 
gullies on Mt. Denis above Field, B.C. Jack Firth 
and John Lauchlan began with an ascent of Cans-
berg Column, and a couple weeks later were joined 
on an ascent of Pilsener Pillar by Eckhard Grass-
man and Peter Zvengrowski. This season a 
four-man team made an unsuccessful attempt on 
Guinness Gully. A week later four others com-
pleted an ascent of Labatts Lane. 

Finally, what has been purported as being the 
biggest climb of the year, Cirrus Gully, on Mt. 
Cirrus near Weeping Wall, fell to the team of Bugs 
McKeith, Adrian and Alan Burgess, and Charlie 
Porter in a six-day relay race. As they were ap-
proaching the upper reaches of the climb, Laurie 
Skreslet, Mike Lailey and Eckhard Grassman ap-
peared at the bottom. They pushed their way up 
the falls for a successful second ascent, passing the 
descending McKeith team. 

The more extended the climbs become, the 
greater are the odds that begin stacking up in the 
mountain's favor. Even some of the smaller, more 
popular waterfalls may harbor serious objective 
dangers. Cascade Waterfall, just above the west 
Banff traffic circle is fast becoming a trade route 
for beginning climbers, and a good practice climb 
on off days. Its proximity to the Trans Canada 
Highway and easy scrambling to the base tend to 
make you forget about the huge snow-filled basin 
above. Two winters ago, a pair of strong climbers 
from the Calgary Mountain Club were nearing the 
top part of the falls when a powder snow 
avalanche shot out of the gully above. Brian 
Greenwood was blasted into space. He pendu-
lumed down below an ice screw he had just placed, 
while his second, Jon Jones, clung dearly to the 
rope to prevent him from falling further. Lucikly, 
the two recovered and escaped without serious 
injury. 

Following is a mostly true story of how Murray 
Toft and I came to grips with our psyches on one 
hundred fifty-foot Silk Tassel, on the south face of 
Mt. Field, in Yoho Park. 

Neither of us had used aiders in conjunction 
with the ice hammers before, and it was a first for 
me to ascend the fixed rope on jumar clamps, as 
we spread the climb over two days last December. 
As Murray lead off I yelled up to him, "Ice is best 
appreciated when mixed into a martini!" He 
clipped aiders into his terrordactyls, then placed 
them gingerly in the delicate surface of the ice, feet 
sideways in the stirrups. The weight of his whole 
body was suspended from the narrow blade of one 
tool as he shook the other from its temporary 
nesting place to move up. A couple of hours later 
he placed an expansion bolt in the rock beside the 
base of the final column, tied on to it and called for 
me to come up. 

As I ascended, I felt the sensation one would 
have when hanging from a peg board against a 
wall in a gym, trying to thrust myself upward with 
restraint, never forgetting that a poor placement 
could mean a quick trip into the troposphere. 
When I reached his belay stance, we mockingly 
patted each other on the back and rappelled off, 
gelatinous with fatigue. 

Next day we returned with borrowed jumar 
clamps to ascend the rope we had left anchored to 
the bolt. It was slightly colder than the previous 
day, and fingers stuck to the crampons when 
attaching them to our boots. Murray jumared to 
the bolt, then headed up and diagonally left. He 
was determined to do this top section free of aid, 
relying on arm strength and cat-like agility. At 
every blow made by his tools, ice exploded in his 
face and rattled down toward me, a shower of 
clattering missiles, some as big as footballs. I 
crouched beneath my helmet, thankful that I was 
just out of range. 

As the last fifteen feet steepened into a vertical 
column the diameter of a beer barrel, Murray be-
came very selective about his placement of ice 
screws for protection. Suspended from the ice ham-
mers, in his sit harness, he carefully chipped away 
mottled surface ice and, with the precision of a 

to page 32, please 
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IS M.- bi" n. uu it e Fid 
By Pat Ament 

Tom Higgins wrote in a letter to me, "I want to 
give climbing to the youngest and most jubilant, 
to those who lust after it, to whom climbing is still 
a dream." It is ironical that, after receiving and 
sharing these sentiments, I should be dusted off 
by a young and jubilant climber, pushed into 
shape, and be given a feeling again for the beauty 
of the game. 

They call him the "Kloeberdanz Kid" after one 
of the hardest pitches in Eldorado Canyon. Legend 
has him calmly mastering the Kloeberdanz roof 
like a baby spider. But, he prefers to be called 
David. He is David Breashears, an unbelievably 
strong, wildly energetic, light from some distant 
planet, a kind of Merry-Andrew sent to rescue the 
spirits of Eldorado. 

Friendships evolve, die, or grow stronger. An 
electricity or love in the rope, the joy of sharing 
and building memories, leads us on. Magnetic 
affinities which cast their light or their shadows, 
imbedded in gloom or the mysterious, pre-existing 
harmony of wind and sun, drift through stone and 
foliage, become realized, become the basis for a 
peculiar bond of intimacy. We came together at a 
certain, psychic level, below a stained-glass win-
dow—a Redgarden Wall—which stands in perpet-
ual bloom, the kid growing after the pattern of the 
canyon, living in it, forever subject to its exhilara-
tion, the "old man" remembering other days, other 
friendships. 

Our first adventure is Yosemite. Here, the kid 
has us running, starving, skipping rope, boulder-
ing, doing pull-ups on tree limbs. We overhear a 
tour guide describe Camp 4 as, ". . .where climbers 
stay before they go on their perilous journeys." It 
is a joke to the kid, but each overhanging finger-
crack he leads is, for his "understudy," a perilous 
journey in fact. I flail while he floats. "Go for it," 
he shouts. "Don't give up, you puss!" His first 
first-ascent is christened "Perilous Journey." 

Jim Erickson is with us in the Valley and belay-
ing the young dynamo who is leading a desperate 
lieback called Catchey Corner. Standing fifteen 
feet from Jim, enjoying the scenery, exploring the 
belay ledge, I am suddenly moving slowly toward 
the rope in a kind of trance, responding to some-
thing calling from the kid's unconscious. It is a 
bizarre, extrasensory experience, an alert or pre-
cognition explainable only as two minds being one. 
Jim notices my hands grabbing the red line and 
pulling it before he perceives the kid sailing 
through space. We manage an exact, dynamic 
belay, and David slides to a stop thirty feet lower, 
held by a No. 1 hexentric with 5 mu. perlon—a 
tiny piece of aluminum and thin cord separating a 
simple mistake from a hundred and fifty foot, 
ground fall. A static silence is all that follows, as 
the kid goes back up. Catchey Corner is led by an 
angry colt, a young shadow in the late evening, 
disappearing into a void, a profile in a stellar 
specter, eyes fixed on rock, an enterprising little 
friend of hard pitches who says I inspire him. 

The kid is restless and always ready—even if 
it's just to go to sleep. We are in Yosemite Lodge 
after supper, relaxing, listening to the piano. He 
says, "Really great music, play one more, and 
we'll go." It is at once humorous and yet symbolic 
of a hurried feeling which he instills in me, a kind 
of insensitivity which causes one to back off, to be 
angry or obnoxious. I have created, diligently, a 
world of my own and live in it happily and some-
times unhappily. Moods, outburst, and an increas-
ing inability to compromise are tempered by 
moments of calm, moments of no pressure, at a 
piano or on a summit. I strive to keep a level head 
and sense of humor and try to be like Higgins who 
uses the tender weapon of insight and charms the 
world with a merry eye which is able to see the sun 
in life and that life is —except for laughter— a sur-
passing joke. But, I fail, because I am insecure 
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and take considerable pains in order to remain 
eccentric, singular, or lonely. I detest being shoved 
or used and refuse to go crazy over some granite 
and a few lichens. I feel it is through solitude, 
inspiration, and consideration that one is able to 
relax, to cause progress, create, revise standards, 
or move the earth. It is through patience and love 
that one achieves respect. The kid's nerve, I in-
stinctively revere. It it his purity to which I 
respond, but obsession and drive against which I 
rebel. Talent is a beginning, sound mentality a 
hopeful end. Speed is vulgar and burns you out. 
The kid is openly competitive, self-centered, hung-
up on style, has something to prove, yet loves me. 
He is like a part of me I have tried to escape, and 
yet, a part of me which time will not transfigure. I 
am fidgety, wander away to think it out, spend a 
day bouldering. Old feats of strength eliminate me. 
I wonder if I can get back into condition, or if I 
need to. For some, failure is a debilitating experi-
ence, eroding confidence and destroying motiva-
tion. For others, it is an illusion which teaches of 
the value of the search. Sometimes I think every-
thing is an illusion. 

The Merced River is overflowing. The sky is full 
of stars, and a lunar eclipse is like a vision. The 
nights seem charged. The kid yells in his sleep. 
Yosemite is like a dream, visiting with comrades, 
laughing with T.M. Herbert (". . .all these little 
kids going up on the big walls with their cap 
pistols. . .turn back, ran out of caps. . ."), discus-
sing buffalo guns with Chuck Pratt, bouldering 
with the lunge king (John Long), blueprinting a 
summer roustabout with Higgins, playing speed 
chess with Van Freeman, balancing on a slack 
chain with Dale Bard, listening to "Petty Officer" 
Bridwell prepare for the Pacific Ocean Wall, 
talking religion with Tom Frost, spending a day in 
a meadow, camping in the forests by streams, 
singing with Mort Hempel (in the john), waiting 
for Royal Robbins to energize, discussing tiger's 
milk and El Cap with Charlie Porter, and falling in 
love with an ethereal woman - a climber from 
Boulder— who bewitches me below Sentinel. 

There is a growing sense of unity with these 
friends, a bit of encounter and self-discovery which 
deepen one's relationship with the mountains. But, 
while the experience sticks fast, my kletterschuhe 
wear out, and it seems that everyday shoes, ten-
dollar hush-puppies, have the more adhesive quali-
ty against the white polish. 

I say goodbye to the kid, head for Boulder, and 
rattle through Eldorado Canyon on a freight train 
at dawn. The walls and pointed summits are sil-
houettes, rugged, black cliffs against a red ocean 
of sky above plains. There is the smell of rain, 
green meadows, and diesel smoke. The train is like 
the kid, pulling me along. 

I am floating above Eldorado, leading smooth 
dihedrals and diamond-shaped slabs, a route 
which, in a world ever interested in novelty and 
quickly tired of favorites, remains special. My 
woman is my partner. We are free and lost, ex-
posed to the snowy peaks of the high country and 
storms. The moves go, and it feels as if the kid is 
with us, a few of his positive qualities living in our 
fingers. The image-laden sky is like a mirror. 
Clouds threaten and then break apart. The air is 
clear, and a smell of wildflower drifts upward. 
Complex sensations bring memories, a vague long-
ing, small needs dimly dreamed and seldom re-
vealed. Defenses are broken down by finite under-
standing of infinite beauty. Success and failure are 
lost in the quandary. Desire and dissuasion are 
confounded. Preconceived ideas decay, and rock 
becomes like the train, the vehicle to carry us for-
ward. We ascend, caught up in ideals and con-
scious of pain. We claw at time in a joyful, discon-
certed state. It is a strange, brief communion, as 
we scrape obscure passage out of crystals. 

We descend into a ghostly, empty violet, won-
dering if anyone cares that we are late. I am 
weary, full of romance, mumble as I stumble, 
wonder if the kid sees anything but 5.10. A thin 
soul with a proud posture is there to greet us. The 
wind blows us into a three-way embrace. The kid 
says, to our chagrin, "Is there any other place like 
Eldorado? This is what climbing is about. The 
walls changing color in the evening. I just stood 
and watched, was waiting for you to come back, 
hanging around, making sure everything was O.K. 
You know, tomorrow is the longest day of the 
year. We should climb . . . make use of it. We will. 
Or we will the next day. . ." 

The kid is clinging to the painful finger and 
hand-locks of Supremacy Crack. It is a day of 
wind and blowing chalk, the first time the crack is 
led and twice followed, the kid with his endurance 
and forgiveness, Charlie Porter happy-go-lucky 
and with a white hat on backwards, me with some 
old drive (but in hush-puppies). . Five-eleven is 
the grandest illusion of them all. LI 
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reader' s comments. . 0 
YOSEMITE 

The Current Status 

Dear Editor: 
There have been several very interest-

ing developments that now give climbers 
three ways to make our feelings count as 
to what is to become of Yosemite and of 
our National Parks in general. These 
routes involve the work of the Yosemite 
Master Plan Team and some recent initi-
atives taken by the General Accounting 
Office (the investigative arm of the 
Congress) and by the Department of the 
Interior. 

The Master Plan Team 
The following is taken from a letter 

sent by John Reynolds, Chairman of the 
Yosemite Master Plan Team, dated 
August 7: 

"Phase II, 'Formation of Alternatives' 
will be accomplished through a work-
book which will be mailed to those on 
our mailing list. For the workbook, we 
are drafting various possible alternative 
descriptions of the park's future and 
assembling all the suggested actions for 
a given location and subject area under 
those alternatives. We will ask people to 
comment on the grouping of actions into 
alternatives and on what actions they 
would put together to form the alterna-
tive of their choice, and why. 

"We will also ask for comment on how 
the various alternatives and their indi-
vidual actions relate to the planning 
objectives for the park. Finally, we will 
provide space for additional thoughts 
that may occur to people while they are 
completing the workbook. 

"At this time we do not foresee hold-
ing out-of-state meetings on the environ-
mental assessment or the draft master 
plan. 
Sincerely, 
John J. Reynolds, Yosemite Master Plan 
Team Captain" 

If you are interested in our national 
parks or Yosemite, write John Reynolds, 
Yosemite Planning Team, GGNRA-Ft. 
Mason, San Francisco, Ca. 94128, and 
ask for a copy of the Workbook, "For-
mation of Alternatives." 

General Accounting Office 
On July 21, 1975 the GAO released to 

the public a report titled, "Concession 
Operations in the National Parks—The  

Improvements Needed in Administra-
tion." This report, whose number is 
RED-76-1, can be obtained by writing 
the General Accounting Office, Public 
Documents, Washington, D.C. 20548. 
The "Digest" of that report is repro-
duced here: 

"Because of concern over how conces-
sion operations in the national parks are 
administered, the subcommittees (of the 
House) asked GAO to review how the 
National Park Service 
- monitors and evaluates concession 

operations, 
- encourages competition and small 

business in awarding concession 
contracts, 

- establishes concessioner franchise 
fees, and 

—complies with environmental re-
quirements in approving new facili-
ties 

"The subcommittees also asked GAO 
to make recommendations for improve-
ments in these areas. There are problems 
in the four areas and GAO is recom-
mending that the Secretary of the Inter-
ior require the Park Service to make 
improvements. 

'The Park Service has not kept track 
of 

—concessioner prices to be sure that 
they are appropriate, 

—the upkeep of Government-owned 
facilities used by concessioners to be 
sure that they are maintained prop-
erly and. are safe for occupancy, and 

—the use of parks for conventions 
"Also in judging the adequacy of fran-

chise fees, the Park Service has no guide-
lines on an acceptable rate of return for 
the concessioners and the relative impor-
tance of gross sales, net profit and return 
on investment. 

"Consequently, the Park Service can-
not determine adequately whether park 
visitors, the concessioners, and the 
Government are being treated equitably. 
There are indications that the Park 
Service is taking some corrective action 
on these matters. 

"Park Service policy is to renew con-
tracts with existing concessioners it be-
lieves are operating satisfactorily, al-
though renewal rights are not absolute. 
The Park Service also prefers to have 
one concessioner in each national park. 

"Based primarily on its review of con-
cession operations at Yosemite National 
Park, GAO concludes that the Park 
Service does not have sufficient informa-
tion to determine whether existing con-
cessioners are performing satisfactorily 
and, consequently, are entitled to prefer-
ence when a contract is to be expanded 
or renewed. 

"Competition usually encourages im-
proved services and may outweigh 
benefits derived from preferential re-
newal rights and encouraging one con-
cessioner to run a park's facilities. 

"Having one large business control all 
concessions in a park limits Park Service 
actions to enforce compliance. From a 
practical point of view, the Park Service 
cannot close down the concessioner to 
force compliance, because the conces-
sioner's sizeable interest (a 'Possessory 
Interest' in the facilities he has con-
structed and for which he must be reim-
bursed should he be closed down) makes 
the obtaining of funds to buy out the 
concessioner difficult. The policy of pre-
fering to have only one concessioner in 
each park also reduces opportunities for 
small business in concession activities. 

"The Concessions Policy Act encour-
ages continuity in concession operations. 
However, if the Congress wishes to pro-
vide for more competition in the award 
and renewal of concession contracts it 
can do so by 
- encouraging construction of facili- 

ties by the Government whenever 
possible, lessening potential prob-
lems from large concessioner inter-
ests, and 

—amending the act to eliminate pref-
erential renewal rights." 

If you are interested in legislative 
action on these or other matters, write of 
your interest to Representatives William 
S. Moorhead and John D. Dingell, House 
Office Bldg., Washington, D.C. 

Department of the Interior 
A report dated May 15 from the Secre-

tary's Management Task Force has been 
made available and its recommendations 
are reproduced here: 

"Listed below are our specific recom-
mendations regarding concessions man-
agement. The recommendations are dis-
cussed in detail in the attachments. 
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Possessory interests in concessioner 
facilities should be granted only when 
there are no alternatives. 

Concessions contracting procedures 
should be published in the form of regu-
lations and accompanying handbook. 

The National Park Service should 
assure that proper priority is afforded 
concessions management throughout the 
system and that responsibilities are 
clearly articulated and understood. 

National Park Service concessions 
management should develop a capability 
to determine economic feasibility of pro-
posed new concessions operations and 
profitability of existing concessions oper-
ations. 

The National Park Service should 
place more emphasis on recruiting highly  

qualified persons for concessions man-
agement. 

National Park Service concessions 
managers should more fully integrate re-
liable financial information into the 
decision making process. 

The policy of approving conces-
sioner charges to the public based on 
'comparability' should be examined. 

The National Park Service should 
amend its standad concession contract to 
establish additional sanctions for unsat-
isfactory performance. 

The planning problem. (Listed here 
as a concern but without specific recom-
mendation.)" 

If you are interested in encouraging 
administrative reform, write the Secre-
tary, Department of the Interior, Wash- 

ington, D.C. 20240. 
Last year "several thousand letters" 

were instrumental in bringing about the 
rejection of the recent "master plan." It 
is not over yet, however. More letters 
will be required if there is to be the 
needed legislative and administrative re-
form. The reports summarized here go a 
long way toward making those letters 
really easy to write. 

John Stannard 
R.D. Caughron et. al. 

Dear Editor: 
The August issue of Summit reached 

our home today, and I immediately 
began reading from the inside cover. 
Item one under Himalayan Notes raised 

The 1975 American K-2 Expedition headed by Jim Whittaker 
was outfitted with gear right out of our new free catalog. It's filled 
with over 1,800 items, quality tested under the toughest 
conditions. And available at co-op prices. 

A one-time $2.00 membership will bring you all our upcoming 
catalogs and an annual dividend on money you spend at 
Recreational Equipment. 

Shop REI in Seattle and Berkeley. Use coupon below or call 
toll free (800) 426-0351. 

Recreational Equipment Inc. 5-9-C 

"The Original Outdoor Co-op—Eat. 1938" 
P.O. Box 22090, Seattle, WA 98122 

Please send me your free color catalog only. 
I want to be a member, enclosed is $2.00. 

NAME 

AD DRESS 

CITY... 

STATE ZIP 

Getour 
free 19A 
outdoor 
catalog 
endorsei 
by the 
experts. 
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my blood pressure several points. 
Mrs. Junko Tabei and Ang Tshering 

Sherpa reached the summit of Mt. 
Everest on May 16. Fine. Now, what is 
meant by the following: "It is reported 
that a very large party of Sherpas was 
needed to get Mrs. Tabei to the 
summit." To my knowledge, it requires a 
very large party of Sherpas to get any 
person or persons to the summit of 
Everest. Did she use three times the 
average number or six times the aver-
age? The statement as you've made it 
implies that Mrs. Tabei should not be 
credited with a legitimate assault effort, 
and summit victory. She should not be 
given undue credit becuase she is a 
woman, but if she had an unusual or 
unfair advantage such should be stated 
in clearer terms. 

The last line of that news item states: 
"Very little credit has been given to 
these Sherpas.' I've read several press 
releases from major Himalayan assaults, 
and Sherpas are generally listed by name 
only when they die or reach the summit. 
The releases don't read that Jim Jones 
reached the summit of Mt. Everest and 
here are the names of the fifty Sherpa 
porters that made it possible. Did Mrs. 
Tabei give no credit to her Sherpas? Did 
the Sherpas feel they didn't receive 
enough credit? Or, is this your personal 
opinion? Again, the reason should be 
stated. 

Mrs. Nancy Jo Smith 
Dover, New Hampshire 

(Editor's Note: This report came from 
our correspondent in Nepal who is in 
contact with expeditions in that area. 
We do not know how he arrived at his 
deductions.) 

Dear Editor: 
A series of comprehensive volumes are 

nearing completion of the heritage of tra-
ditional climbing in the Garden of The 
Gods, Pikes Peak Massif, Aspen Alpine 
Area, Great American Desert and classic 
volcanic climbs. These books will be 
explicit about preserving established 
standards which has kept these major  

American climbing centers preeminent 
and unscarred by destructive removal 
methods prevalent in other regions of the 
country. The cutoff date for inclusion of 
first ascent information and pitch by 
pitch description is the end of this year. 
Photographs are needed and certainly 
will be very gratefully received and re-
turned. Sub-areas to be included in these 
works are Glenwood Canyon, Devils 
Tower, Shiprock, Chimney Rock, Stems 
Pillar, Canyonlands and Turkey Rock 
areas. A classic American climbing 
photo interpretation of changes and 
crisis also planned in collaboration with 
Michael Kennedy who is also supplying 
many pictures for the original series. 

Harvey T. Carter 
729 Francis 
Aspen, Cob. 81611 

Dear Editor: 
I wish to draw attention to a comment 

by George Hurley in a recent Summit 
book review of Downward Bound by 
Warren Harding. Hurley draws a scur-
rilous parallel between Nixon's "moper-
ative" statements during Watergate and 
Caldwell's refusal to give Harding copies 
of the Dawn Wall Slides. Such a char-
acterization is wholly unfair to Caldwell. 
He has been given the role of Cap'n 
Bligh from too many sides and no one 
has yet taken the initiative of protesting 
what amounts to Harding's misrepresen-
tation of events. This may seem to be a 
trivial issue, but the misbeliefs are 
spread far and wide and the manifesta-
tions touch closely on the life of a good 
man. 

Caldwell spent well over $2000 prepar-
ing the El Cap slide show, including pro-
fessional editing, synchronized sound 
effects, stunning dissolve techniques and 
narration of Hollywood quality. His pro-
prietary interest in the show began when 
the climb began. He was the prime 
mover. The vast majority of the slides 
were his own; in short, he drew breath 
into the show. It bore his imprint and it 
could only have remained unchanged by 
remaining his. Commercial use of mere 
copies by Harding would not only have 
constituted bastardization of a creative  

art form, but a serious competition in 
what proved to be a very limited market. 
Caldwell, in any event, never made a 
profit beyond his living expenses while 
he was giving the show. The northern 
California area turned out to be the only 
locale with sufficient "El Cap Appeal" to 
support the show, a small enough area 
indeed. Nonetheless, Caldwell split the 
proceeds equally with Harding until 
their relationship deteriorated, when 
Harding struck out on his own and de-
manded copies. 

Shortly after this a Dawn Wall Show 
was mysteriously publicized in Sacra-
mento draining attendance away from 
Dean's U.C. Davis show nearby. As 
events revealed later, the Sacramento 
show was not of the Dawn Wall at all 
but rather Warren Harding's "South 
Face of Half Dome." As if this were not 
enough for a beleaguered Caldwell, who 
seemed to be catching it from all sides 
due to a well choreographed series of 
rumors, Harding had the temerity to dis-
tribute a public letter to mountaineering 
business concerns in northern California 
that was nothing short of libelous 
regarding Dean Caldwell. Not only was 
it vicious and petty, but so full was it of 
half truths and innuendo that I seriously 
question the moral persuasions of its 
author. The intent, I assume, was to 
jeopardize the various business relation-
ships Caldwell had with those firms. 

When Dean and I returned from Peru 
in 1971 he handled the matter of our 
Andean slides with considerable tact. 
There never arose a problem with copies 
nor of "ownership" of the subsequent 
slide show with which he planned to 
support himself. All due, I suspect, to 
the fact that Dean felt I would not take 
advantage of his generosity. Unfortu-
nately, others of his acquaintance have 
long been ready and willing to do so. 

Jon Bowlin 
Indio, California 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, moun- 
taineering, deserts, history of California 
and the West plus many other special-
ities. New, used and rare. Libraries pur-
chased. Monday-Saturday 9 to 5:30. 

535 North Larchmont Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Phone 469-2186 
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A Great 
ComlNnation 

This is your chance to build-in quality and features not found 
in mass produced ready- made equipment. 

The Mountain Parka is a perfect example of high quality 
at a low price from Frostline. Ready-made this parka retails 
for $50.00 plus. Kit price: $22.95. It's designed for utility, 
engineered for durability. It's washable and water repellent. 
The Mountain Parka is sized large to fit over a down filled 
jacket or vest, for added warmth. Down Vest Kit price: $13.95 

We have a complete selection of tents, packs, parkas and 
more. All available from Frostline . . . The Kit People. 

0 

Send for a FREE coI '  

llLZ kits 
Dept. SU095 
452 Burbank 

catalog today! Broomfield, Cob. 80020 

a7ook cvje, 
Cannon, a climber's guide by Howard Peterson, 1975. 

Three Owls Productions, Box 575, So. Lancaster, Mass. 
01561. A pocket-size format with soft cover consisting of 
88 pages. Price $5.50. 

This is the third in a series of guide books updating the 
development of climbing routes on Cannon Cliff, New 
Hampshire. 

The guide contains accurate route descriptions, and 
clarifies climbs that were confusing to the newcomer to 
Cannon in the earlier editions. There are several historical 
photos by early climbers of the cliff that provide interest-
ing perspectives on techniques and equipment used in the 
1930's. Review by Steven Schneider 

I 

SPECIALISTS IN 

Mo 
a1bon I TENTAND PACK 

I 

DESIGNS 
ilRtHlReerlflfj 

Ask for 
(916) 345 -1671 

174 E. 8th Ave., Chico, Calif. 95926 
Catalog and Brochure 

do voup •yfl a pair of 

114040ts yet' 

model 2080 
SUNRISE 

stitchdown cqnstrüction both Durable & Functional 
Vibram® sole—has Long Wearing qualities 

steel shank - helps provide Arch Support 
leather mid-sole — for Lasting Durability 

padded leather lining—allows for ultimate Comfort 
Reverse Tan Cowhide Upper 

Available in many fine sporting goods outlets. 

For information on where to buy SUMMIT Boots, write Dept. S .9, 
Kalmar Trading Corporation, P.O. Box 77343, San Francisco, CA 94107. 

MOUNTAINS OF EUROPE 1975/76 

We represent some of the finest guide associations and moun-
taineering schools of the Alps to assist you on any project or to 
give you professional guidance on any classic route. All de-
grees. Also courses, alpine ski touring, and easy hiking. Rea-
sonable rates. 

ADVENTURES 

Or, join us on an expedition, trek or wilderness adventure to 
encounter nature and different worlds. We go to every part of 
the globe. Write, specifying interest to: 

EARTH EXPLORERS (Inc.) 
1560C North Sandburg Terrace, Chicago, Illinois 60610 
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GIBBS 'HH' 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

I 

ASCENDERS with Spring Wire & Quick Release Pins 
ROPE • SLING • CARABINERS 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 20% DISCOUNT 
ON ASCENDERS 

854 Padley Street WITH ORDERS OF 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 $50.00 OR MORE 

CAMPERS, HIKERS, 
BACKPACKERS 
A wide selection of the finest 
equipment year-around! 

Write for our FREE 
Mountain and Camping 
CatalogM 
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Canadian Ice Climbing from page 21 

surgeon, inserted an ice screw. When he finally 
pulled himself over the top I was elated. Then 
suddenly it struck me . . ."I'm next!" 

Jumaring, spluttering, heaving, finally my leg 
and body movements fell into a useful cadence and 
I arrived at the bolt, only to tie onto the climbing  

rope. Removing the first two ice screws took a 
goodly amount of effort. Extracting the two 
above, on ever-steepening ice, put me at my limit 
as I hung awkwardly from my one hammer, 
hacking despondently to free the ice screw with 
the other. The last ten feet were the most trying. 



I 

A late climb on Cascade Waterfall near Banff. Lanny Johnson solos on lower section of waterfall. 

My crampon points refused to find a firm pur-
chase, legs flailing about. I thrutched upwards in a 
series of chin-up moves to the threshold where the 
final wart hog was imbedded. One blow and a huge 
chunk of the ice surrounding it dinner-plated and 
took off past me for the bottom. With my remain-
ing strength I took the wart hog in my teeth and 
scrambled over the top, the metal surface malic-
iously sticking to my lips. 

As I stood panting at the top, the survivor of a 
good time, the words of climbing buddy Chris 
Perry came to mind, ". . . any sort of serious 
winter climbing in the Rockies is enjoyable only in 
retrospect." 

The climb was finished. Now I could go back to 
the car and offer solace to my frost-nipped toes 
and nibble on a handful of frozen raisins. 

I think Chris has something there. 
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Come in out of the cold. 
Surround yourself with down - the light-weight natural insulator 

found in all Camp 7 parkas and vests. Designed to keep you 
comfortable whether skiing, climbing, running around town or just 

admiring the scenery. Outershells in Ripstop Nylon or Dacron/Cotton. 
All with a Lifetime Guarantee. Write us for a free catalogue. 

Camp 7. Dept. 1. 802 South Sherman. Longmont, Colorado 80501. 

The more you know about camping the more you want 

CAMP7 

PAX 
Was past. 
Those minutes, and hours, and days of dreaming, 
And planning, and waiting. 
In excited tones 
And laughs, and maps, 
Was past. 
Warm nights, cold beer 
And heads spinning, and laughter ringing, 
Was yesterday, and yesterday 
And many, many yesterdays ago. 

Thoughts of those nights, and warm women 
And small things. 
It all seemed very long ago, very long. 

What's real? 
Rock, and ice. 
And cold, and snow, 
And wind, and sun, 
All together here. 
And us. 

How do we fit in? 
We don't belong here. 
We're so small, and fragile, 
And helpless. 
We're soft, and warm. 
We don't belong here. 

Look at us. It's crazy! 
Two men 
Wrapped up in many yards of nylon, 
Wrapping many geese worth of goose feathers. 
Straps wrapping our feet, holding steel claws to 

our boots. 

Two men tied together. 
Some dinosaurs, too, 
Have two small brains, 
One at the tail, 
And one at the head. 
But they're all . . . . . dead. 

But now 
The feet, and the claws, and the beast, 
Have climbed by choice 
To this world of rock and ice, 
Where they can't belong. 

They spend warm nights, 
With cold beer, and warm women, 
Thinking, and planning 
Those days 
Where they can be 
Up there. 
Where they don't belong 
Thinking of those times 
Down below, warmed by 
Beer, and warm women. 

Timothy M. Cummins (1951 -1974) 
Died trying a first ascent of Mt. Clarence 

King, in King's Canyon, California. 
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OFFERING A 
SUPERLATIVE 
SELECTION OF 

MOUNTAINEERING 
AND BACKPACKING 

GEAR 
send for catalogue 

The Ski Hut 
1615 University Ave., Berkeley, Ca. 

94703 

SUMMIT 
a mountaineering magazine 

P.O. Box 1889 

Big Bear Lake, California 92315 

Please send SUMMIT for the ferm indicated to: 

1 Year 57 2 Years $10 3 Years 1 $13 

5 Years $20 

EJ NEW 0 RENEWAL 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY 

BOOKS & JOURNALS 

"WIND RIVER TRAILS" Backpacking and fish-
ing guide to the Wind River Range of Wyoming. 
Wilderness area of peaks, glaciers, forests, and 
lakes. $2.95 postpaid from Wasatch Publishers, 
4647 Idlewild Road, Salt Lake City, Utah 84117. 

COMPLETE SETS OF SUMMIT for 1974, un-
bound, $8 postpaid, Send check or money order to 
SUMMIT,' P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, Cali-
fornia 92315. 

CLIMBING SCHOOLS 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
A'l'ED—the most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers climbing semi-
nars and summit climbs. For brochure write to 
RMI, 201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402, 

BeCK 

CRAMPON STRAPS 
OUR STRAPS ARE HAND-MADE... 
THE BEST IN THE WORLD! 

Beck Crampon Straps are 
made of neoprene nylon. 
Will not stretch! - . . will 
not ice up! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to 
adjust again. Used by 
experienced climbers and 
expeditions around the 
world. 

- Write for FREE catalog - 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
DEPT. M 

BOX 1038 CRESCENT CITY 
CALIFORNIA 95531 

EQUIPMENT 

We carry river supplies, rafts, fiberglass and in-
flatable kayaks, life jackets, waterproof bags, 
boxes, oars, paddles, wet suits, neoprene, adhe-
sives, etc. Send for free catalog to NORTHWEST 
RIVER SUPPLIES, P.O. Box 3195(a), Moscow, 
Idaho 83843 (208) 882-2382. ------------ 
LIGHTWEIGHT equipment for backpacking, 
mountaineering, camping, canoeing. Down sleep-
ing bags, tents, boots, food. Complete line of 
Cross-country and Touring skis. Free catalog. 
Moor & Mountain, Dept. 19, 63 Park St., 
Andover, Mass. 01810. 

ATLANTIS—designers of the Ultimate Weather-
gear—offer free their NEW CATALOGUE—of 
especially fine safety, weather and survival gear: 
Aladdin, Atlantis, Avon, Buck, Chromalloy, 
Guest, Maximum, Plath, PolarGuard, Walker, 
White. Write: Atlantis, Box 12336-8, Waitsfield, 
Vermont 05673, 802 / 496-3313. 

SKI MOUNTAINEERING - MOUNTAINEER-
ING-BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT. Bearpad 
conversion kit for Silvretta. Free catalog. BEAR-
TOOTH MOUNTAINEERING, Box 846-S, 
Minneapolis, MN 55440. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

ALASKA-20,320-ft. MT. McKINLEY EXPE-
DITIONS! Taking applications now for climbs to 
North America's highest peak. We offer cross-
country ski tours and expeditions, treks and 
climbs for individuals and groups—anywhere, 
anytime! Write: GENET EXPEDITIONS, Tal-
keetna, Alaska 99676. Phone (907) 733-2606. 

CLIMB with professional guides. Courses in 
Britain and Alps from $60 per week. Write to 
ARKLESS, Buarth, Deiniolen, Gwynedd, Nth 
Wales, Great Britain. 

SKI & WINTER MOUNTAINEERING 

CANADA'S winter white wilderness. Nordic and 
alpine ski touring, snowshoeing, ski and winter 
mountaineering in the Canadian Alps. Day, week-

long, or extended sessions. NORTHERN 
LIGHTS ALPINE RECREATION, Box 399, 
Invermere, B.C., Canada VOA lEO. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SEEKING ACCOUNTS of subjective experiences 
during dangerous falls. In return will send a copy 
of the report which stimulated this scientific in-
quiry, Russell Noyes, M.D., Department of 
Psychiatry, University of Iowa, 500 Newton Rd., 
Iowa City, Iowa 52242. --------------- 
AN HONEST APPEAL for the right young guy 
to join me next summer, or more, for mountain-
eering, travel. I'm 38, male, very experienced. 
Write Rich, Box 2792, Evergreen, Co. 80439, 

----------------- FOUND: Keys (8) on ring with army style can 
opener and 'share corp' widgit August 16, 1975 on 
Palisade Glacier. Contact Gary Steadman, 175 
Bocana, San Francisco 94110 (415) 282-8963. 

Odds 49 Lads 
Twenty cents per word. Payable in advance. 
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F blanD 
 Ve r o CUDID 

all qenuine leatrier 

intermeciiates 
Style #772 Cervino Vero Cuoio - Intermed- 
iate Hiking and Climbing Boot. One piece 
reversed velva cromed tanning cowhide. 
Heavy nylon double stitched full storm- 
welt construction. Full leather lining. 
Velco-conture enclosed tongue. 
Double action scree guards and 
hinge. Heavy steel shanks. Re- 
cessed self-locking speed 
hooks Montagna Block 
soles INI\ 

Style #773 Super Cragman Leader. Top 
quality Expedition and Mountaineering 
Boot. Top grain reversed waxed one-
piece hide uppers. Full steel shank. 

YOU CAN BELIEVE IN FABIANO... Our boots are fully constructedas advertised. 

send for free hiking and mountaineering boot brochure: 

Fob&~ ~ho Co, Ivtc 
DEPT. A-2--850 SUMMER ST. 
SOUTH BOSTON, MASS. 02127 
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